Problems & Solutions

Isabella went to the local ice cream shop with her three children, Marcos, Nina and Perry. Isabella and the kids each ordered a sundae with two scoops of ice cream and various toppings. A sundae with two scoops of ice cream costs $2.99, but the final cost of each sundae varies based on the number of toppings added. If the average cost, including sales tax, of the sundaes Isabella and her children ordered was $3.73, what was the total cost for all four sundaes?

Let $T$ represent the total cost for all four sundaes. Since the average cost per sundae was $3.73, we can write $T/4 = 3.73$. It follows, then, that the total cost for the four sundaes was $T = (4)(3.73) = $14.92.

If the total cost determined in the previous problem includes a 5% sales tax, in cents, what was the total amount of sales tax charged for the four sundaes?

In the previous problem, we determined that the total cost, including tax, for the four sundaes was $14.92. Let $A$ represent the cost of the four sundaes before tax. Since the tax rate is 5%, we can write $(1.05)A = 14.92 \rightarrow A = 14.92/1.05$. Dividing, we see that the cost of the four sundaes, before tax, was $14.21. Therefore, the total amount of sales tax charged for the four sundaes was $14.92 – 14.21 = 0.71 = 71$ cents.

None of the sundaes ordered by Isabella, Marcos, Nina and Perry had the same number of toppings. The number of toppings Nina added to her sundae was two fewer than the number of toppings Isabella added to hers, and two more than the number of toppings Marcos added to his. Perry added three more toppings to her sundae than Marcos added to his. Based on the previous problems, if the cost for each topping is 25 cents, how many toppings did Marcos add to his sundae?

Let the number of toppings added by Isabella, Marcos, Nina and Perry be represented by $I$, $M$, $N$ and $P$, respectively. From the first problem, we were told that the cost of each sundae before adding toppings was $2.99. We also know that the cost of all four sundaes before tax was $14.21, and the cost of each added topping was $0.25. We can write the following equation: $0.25(P + N + M + I) + 4(2.99) = 14.21 \rightarrow 0.25(P + N + M + I) + 11.96 = 14.21 \rightarrow 0.25(P + N + M + I) = 2.25 \rightarrow P + N + M + I = 9$. That means the total number of toppings added among the four sundaes was 9 toppings. Since the number of toppings Nina added was two fewer than the number of toppings Isabella added and two more than the number of toppings Marcos added to his. Perry added three more toppings to her sundae than Marcos added to his. Based on the previous problems, if the cost for each topping is 25 cents, how many toppings did Marcos add to his sundae?
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